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EveryoneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s favorite time-travelers are changing their styles!Ã‚Â  The Time Warp Trio

series now features a brand-new, eye-catching design, sure to appeal to longtime fans, and those

new to Jon ScieszkaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s wacky brand of humor.
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This book was recommended by a gal who works at our local Clarks store. We'll call her Dawn.

Dawn is so delightful she let my kid check out my new desert boots that day, then she suggested

one of the most entertaining reads of all time for Kindergarteners, TWT #1, because she could tell

my girlie had a sense of adventure.We've not purchased the subsequent books yet, but #1 will be a

birthday gift to all her friends for at least an entire school year. Even parents will LOL when reading

this. Initially I was concerned that the "Medieval" jargon would confuse her, but, similar to Fancy

Nancy and Nancy Clancy, the expressions are explained in humorous and contextual ways. Please

enjoy!



Purchased for a nephew -- he LOL'd.

I got this book for my 7 year old son. He had made his way through most of the Magic Tree House

Series and was beginning to get bored with it, so I was on the search for some new books. He

wasn't terribly excited about the book, but I read the first chapter or two to him to get him interested.

He finished the book himself the next day and now he wants the rest of the series!It's a fun story

about a few friends who accidentally find themselves travelling through time because of an uncle's

magic book. My sound loved the adventure and humor in the book... I thought parts were fummy

myself with a bit of Monty Python reference... the Black Night in the story repeats "NONE SHALL

PASS" a couple of times (but don't worry, no severed limbs!)My son is a fairly strong reader and I

struggle with finding books that are challenging enough for him, but are not too mature for him. This

book fits the bill!

I bought these books for my 5th grade students, especially the ones who read on a third or

beginning fourth grade level. I love the vocabulary and historical events, they love the action.

There's also lots of teaching points although it's a "fun" book, such as organization and narrative

structure. I'd recommend this series for those who like Magic Tree House or A-Z mysteries.

These are great books that take you time traveling and teach your kids a little about each period,

without the boring facts. They still learn about the people, and how life was, but it's kept interesting,

and at their level. My son & I enjoyed them.

My son is 7 years old and loves this book. Look forward to buying more of the series. Highly

recommended.

I bought this for my nephew for his birthday & he loved it! He wants the whole series! Excited to see

a boy who reads!

I like that the series features adventures with historical figures, but I find the language a bit harsh for

the target audience.
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